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What is FlashStart

The Cloud

Pro version

Pro Plus
version

Channel 
specific

FlashStart Cloud is the filtering solution for malware and undesired contents 
suitable for all types of clients and dimensions. FlashStart distributes its 
protection services from datacenters located in various geographical areas 
thanks to the Anycast network technology, which grants a high availability 
of service and very low latency. Different options are available, both with 
highly professional technical support and personalized functions. 

It is the professional filter for contents and malware based on the DNS, 
with clear and exhaustive reports, which grants a protected Internet 
navigation that respects the norm of law. 

It offers all of the Pro version features plus enterprise functions such 
as integration with the Microsoft Active Directory, granular protection 
based on users and groups and support for remote devices (laptops, 
tablets and mobile). 

FlashStart is the ideal integration for all service suppliers such as Resellers, 
MSPs, ISPs and WISPs. It supports all types of integration (API, provisioning, etc.), 
local and hybrid distribution models (Cloud + local cache) and white labels. 
It is managed centrally through a complete multi-tenant dashboard. 



Easy to install and distribute

Pro version

Pro Plus
version

FlashStart is 
for everyone

The Pro version does not require any hardware or software, but rather 
uses the DNS protocol available in every network router and/or device. 
Through simple and clear guided procedures, the filter can be activated 
in just a few minutes. The implementation of FlashStart offers an excellent 
resilience against the indiscriminate use of the net and the attempts 
to elude protection. 

The Pro Plus version is integrated by default with the Microsoft Active 
Directory environment and the synchronization takes place through 
a connector that can be installed on the domain Server. The solution 
includes also the input of a local Proxy DNS that can be activated on virtual 
machines  (VMware, Hyper-V, KVM, etc.) or on third-party hardware. 

Companies, Schools, Universities, Hotels, public WiFi hotspots, buses, 
airports and households are among the main users of FlashStart.



Comparative table

Content filter

Malware protection

Geoblocking

Protection of search engines

Reports and analyses

Filtering profiles based on DNS

Multi-tenant dashboard

MS-Active Directory Integration

On-premise DNS (CloudBox)

Granular filtering (users and devices)

Filtering policies by user groups

Reports by user groups (GDPR)

End-Point Protection (ClientShield)

Versión  Pro Versión ProPlus
Content protection

& malware
Content protection & malware

+ MS Active Directory integration



Simple, fast, powerful, compatible with all devices



Compatible with every router or device
Compatibility is granted with every type of router, WiFi, 
Firewall and Gateway. Static and dynamic IP support 
and Agent for remote users and for Windows, Android, IoS, 
Mac and Chromebook systems. 

20 years of experience
FlashStart is highly appreciated by its Clients, which list it every 
year among their best technological Partners for proven 
effectiveness, security, trustworthiness and especially care 
for technical support. All over the world.

Excellent technical assistance 
It provides 24/7 technical assistance in Italian, English 
and Spanish thanks to our highly qualified and motivated 
customer engineers and to personalized account managers 
for the bigger Clients. 

Content filter
It protects users while they navigate blocking undesired, 
dangerous and illegal contents. The protection can be 
thoroughly personalized choosing among over 90 system 
blacklist categories, constantly updated. 

Granular protection & integration with MS Active Directory
It allows the use of diversified filtering policies for different
types of users, groups and devices. Thanks to native connectors, 
it supports the synchronization with the Microsoft Active Directory.

Reports and analyses
It offers the network administrator clear and exhaustive reports 
to analyse the use of Internet resources and rapidly identify, 
also thanks to the email scheduling, potential threats to the 
security of their organization. 

Global Anycast network
FlashStart is distributed all around the world with an operation 
uptime of 99,99999% and a redundant network of datacenters 
highly trustworthy. 

Geoblocking
Possibility to inhibit access to websites located in countries 
deemed at high risk of cyber attacks, so as to limit the risk 
of compromising the Organization. 

Multi-tenant dashboard
It allows Partners to manage the protection of the whole 
Client package through a unified interface, useful both 
for the technical department and for the sales one to access 
licenses and marketing tools. 

Main features flashstart.com

Prevention against malware and threats
Protection from malware attacks, botnet, phishing, 
ransomware and other threats thanks to an intelligence 
network capable of promptly identifying the main risk sources. 
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